Abstract
Introduction
The ability to track a particular object or objects in successive frames is an important step in object tracking and classification applications. In many tracking applications, whether in the visible or non-visible spectrum, multiple target objects are to be analyzed at each time step. Finding reliable correspondences between objects in one time step to objects in the next is a nontrivial task given the non-deterministic nature of the subjects, their motion, and the image capture process itself. It can be a difficult task in some cases, especially in the presence of noisy measurements from the sensors, occlusion from objects in the field of view, and changes in orientation and direction of movement of the objects.
In the work discussed in this paper, we tackle the issue of real-time multiple object correspondence in outdoor stationary camera scenes. While our application is in the visible spectrum and uses the color information from objects, the method could be extended to the non-visible spectrum as well by using appropriate spectral information. We begin with the detection of moving pixels using subtraction from a moving average background model. The moving pixels are clustered into regions, which we refer to as blobs, so that pixels belonging to a single object are grouped together.
Once moving regions have been identified, the next task is to generate tracks of these objects over successive frames. This is essentially a correspondence task, the goal of which is to find a match for each blob or object in the previous frame to one of the blobs or objects in the current frame. We use Bayesian inference based on the color and position information of the moving objects. When the information from a frame does not support the presence of an object, we allow for the corresponding track to be declared 'lost'. If the object resurfaces in subsequent frames, the system reassigns the track to the object. Thus, the Bayesian method is able to handle occlusion, disappearance of objects, sudden changes in object velocity, and changes in object color profile and size.
Previous Work
Since moving objects are typically the primary source of information in surveillance video, most methods focus on the detection of such objects. Common methods for motion segmentation include average background modeling [1] , Gaussian background modeling [2] , and optical flow methods [3] - [5] . Simple background subtraction is a widely used method for the detection of moving objects. However, the background image is not always known and often needs to be automatically generated by the system [1] . In our method, we use an average background model.
Traditionally, Bayesian tracking methods involve generating a reference model of the object being tracked, then looking for the best match for the model in each frame by using predictive approaches like Kalman filters [6] [7] , and sampling-based approaches like Condensation [8] and the Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filter(JPDAF) [7] [9] . Instead, we perform motion segmentation to detect objects for tracking. This leads to a fundamental difference in the way posterior probability is calculated for the JPDAF versus our method. In JPDAF, the posterior probability of associating each observation to each track is calculated using the Bayesian formula on the track model equations. In other words, JPDAF calculates the probability of blob-to-track association, given the track models. We approach the assignment differently by calculating the probability of blob-to-track association, given the previous frame's blob information. Thus, we do not need to maintain track models for each track. We probabilistically assign tracks to blobs by using the color values and position information of the segmented blobs as observations in the Bayes' formula.
Motion Segmentation
We use a moving average model where the average intensity value for each pixel over a window of N frames (typically 150) is regarded as the background model. Moving objects do not contribute much to the average intensity value [10] ; thus, the model becomes a reasonable estimate of the background. 
The segmented output is:
where T is a predetermined threshold, typically 10. Following segmentation, region growing is used to locate each moving object. An envelope is established around each object of interest by use of morphological erosion and dilation filters. Additional noise is filtered by ignoring blobs less than S pixels (typically 20) in size.
Object Tracking
We perform object tracking by finding correspondences between blobs in the previous frame and blobs in the current frame. In the case of a noiseless environment and perfect segmentation of blobs, the task is straightforward because a one-to-one correspondence can be usually be found for a blob in two successive frames. In reality, however, there is often a great deal of uncertainty in the final segmentation. Failure to detect small yet valid blobs due to their size, occlusion of valid blobs by other objects in the scene, change in object orientation, entry (or exit) of objects in the scene, and camera jitter are the main reasons for uncertainty. These factors make correspondence a difficult problem to solve, particularly for videos that are shot outdoors. Our goal is to develop a correspondence scheme that is robust to these sources of uncertainty.
4.1.1
General tracking approach For each motion blob in the first frame, a new track is created. In subsequent frames, matching blobs are sought for each track in the previous frame. Matched tracks are updated with position and color information from the matching blob. We allow tracks to be declared 'lost' if any of the factors mentioned above causes the algorithm to fail to detect a suitable match for a track. The track is not deleted but is 'kept alive' for a few frames in hopes that a match will be found. A track is deleted only if a suitable match is not found for L (typically 5) consecutive frames. If there is any blob in the new frame that cannot be matched to an existing track, then a new track is generated. A list of currently 'active' tracks is maintained for each time step/frame.
4.1.2
The correspondence algorithm Commonly, a distance-based match matrix is used to solve the correspondence problem, as in [10] . To facilitate track correspondence, we designed a Bayesian inference method to find matching blobs in consecutive frames. We also calculate the probability that a track is 'lost' in the current frame. The basic idea behind our approach is that given an object (blob) in the current frame, there is some probability that a blob of similar color and position will be observed in the next frame. Using Bayes' formula, we can find the probability of a blob belonging to a track from the previous frame, given the blob's color and position observations.
The sub-problem can be formulated thus:
is the set of tracks in frame (k-1) and O o ∈ , we update a belief matrix which contains the probability of match for each track to each candidate blob. The probabilistic network that is used to calculate this belief matrix is given in Fig. 1. 
Method and updating formulae
Similarly, the Y and X independence assumption leads to
For ease of notation, we now refer to the event "track 
Also, we set
These are probabilities that a given observation is seen in
o without a corresponding track
the previous frame. It may be noted that these numbers are small, which reflects that the probability of finding a blob of a given color and position without a corresponding track in the previous frame is low.
The prior probability for the assignment is:
where v k is the number of moving blobs in frame k. Similarly, the posterior probability of a track being assigned to a blob given the blob's position observation is
Belief matrix and update
The belief matrix is a For each frame k, the following procedure is followed to update the belief matrix:
1.Initialize the belief matrix to Note that the value of n is always equal to the value of i. 
Given the belief matrix, a sample of which is illustrated in Fig. 2a , the best possible assignment is determined. The matrix rows correspond to active tracks from the previous frame and columns correspond to detected blobs in current frame. Fig. 2b shows the resulting track assignments for a single frame. Blob 1 is assigned to track 12, blob 2 to track 7. Tracks 3 and 11, which are active from previous frames, are declared 'lost' in frame 0240.
4.1.5
PDF's used for R, G, and B; X and Y By manually observing difference in color and position in object tracks over a few hundred consecutive frames in the data, appropriate Probability Distribution Functions were determined for color and position probability. The PDF's are shown in Fig. 3 .
Results
Samples from the tracking results are shown in figures 4 and 5. Fig. 4 shows tracks 03 and 07 for two cars through an occluded region. Car 03 is completely occluded in frame 0210. Also, in frames 0210 and 0225, Cars 07 and 03 get incorrectly segmented by the background segmentation method into two objects each. The Bayesian method is capable of recovering from such errors as can be seen from results in frame 0285 where both cars are correctly identified. Successful tracking of cars in a crowded region is shown in Fig. 5 . Objects 41, 42, 43 and 45 are correctly identified in successive frames despite their close spatial proximity. It may be noted that there is also a sudden change in velocity of object 41 between frames 1650 and 1665. The algorithm is robust to this change because it uses a combination of color and position for track correspondence. Erroneous segmentation of car 41 in frame 1650 (as two objects, 41 and 46) and of car 45 (as two objects, 45 and 47) is corrected by frame 1675. We compare the results of the Bayesian method to a basic Euclidean distance based method similar to the approach used in [10] . The Bayesian belief matrix and the Euclidean distance matrix for frame 0275 are presented for analysis in Fig. 6 . Each value in the Euclidean distance matrix is the sum of the Euclidean distances in color (R, G, and B) and position (y and x coordinates) values between a blob of the current frame and a track from the previous frame. The smaller the distance value, the better the match between the blob and the track. Frame 0275 (Fig 6b) has three detected objects and three active tracks from previous frames. Frame 0265 (Fig 6a) shows the earlier track placements. Car 12, which is detected and tracked in frame 0265 is not detected in frame 0275 due to shortcomings of the segmentation algorithm. Also, a new car enters the scene in frame 0275. In the belief matrix, blobs 1 and 2 are the blobs on the left side of frame 0275 and blob 3 is the blob on the right side of frame 0275. From the Bayesian belief matrix, we can infer that blobs 1 and 2 are best assigned to tracks 07 and 03, respectively. Track 12 is declared 'lost' and a new track 14 is generated for blob 3. The Euclidean distance matrix would assign blobs 1 and 2 correctly, but would incorrectly assign blob 3 to track 12. From the frames shown, we can see that this would be an error. For every track, the Bayesian method gives the probability of the track being "lost". It is not possible to calculate the chances of a track being "lost" from the Euclidean distance matrix.
Conclusions and future work
While Bayesian reasoning and networks have been used by many researchers in the area of video surveillance, this paper describes a direct way of using Bayesian inference for solving the correspondence problem in tracking. It is direct in the sense that the color and position of the new blobs are the observations, while the assignment of blobs to known tracks is the hypothesis.
With the provision for allowing tracks to be declared as lost, we add robustness to the system and are able to pick up tracks of objects which may have disappeared momentarily due to occlusion or other reasons.
Though we currently work in RGB space, the method may be easily expanded to other observation spaces such as HSV. It could also be adapted through experimentation to IR imagery using intensity rather than color and adding object size as an observation for finding correspondence. In hyperspectral data, Principal Components Analysis could be done to choose the best bands, and the PDF's of these bands would be used in place of RGB PDF's for the Bayesian inference.
The Bayesian correspondence method is a generic approach and not specific to color video data. We plan to adapt it to other imaging modalities in the future.
In ours work thus far, the PDF's used for color and position observations were arrived at by manual observation of the sequence. In the future, these PDF's may be learnt automatically over the course of the video.
Also, in our surveillance video, there is significant change in object size and depth from one part of the scene to another. We are currently working on automatically learning these variations in different parts of the scene. 
